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Motivated student with good academic performance.
Good knowledge of structural mechanic computations and numerical techniques.
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Description of the project
Background, context:
Ever-growing computational power allows to simulate physical phenomena of increasing
complexity. In particular, it can be interesting to take into account the lack of knowledge
about the parameters of the model concerning geometry, material behavior, boundary
conditions or about the model itself. Different numerical techniques for solving these types of
problem have been developed recently.
Description of the work:
In this work, we study the efficiency of numerical methods employed in this framework. In
particular, we are interested in studying errors due to approximations done. The goal is to
develop techniques that improve the computation quality and preserve the computational cost.
An optimal choice of the simulation parameters can be done using an error indicator. The
objective is to design a tool which can be efficient on industrial structures.
Work plan:
To achieve this goal, the first part of the thesis work will consist in a study of existing
solutions (bibliography) and the second in the definition of one or more solutions. To
illustrate the interest of the developed method, numerical tests will be performed first on
simple academic examples, then more complex industrial test cases will be tested.
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